EHS Representative Orientation
EHS Management System: Background and Importance of Your Role

- EPA inspection in 1998 led to the creation of the EHS-MS
  - components
  - lab involvement
  - faculty directed
- Lab operations vs. central EHS Office
- MIT world class status can be lost
Course Objectives

- Understand your role in the EHS-MS
- *Understand the PI and EHS Coordinator role.*
- Learn your responsibilities with regard to PI/Space Registration, Training, and Inspections
- Become familiar with the technology tools that support the EHS-MS
- Learn more about EHS issues that you are frequently asked about and where to go for more information
- Guide future direction for the course
- Learn how to run a safe lab
EHS REP ORIENTATION - INTRO

- Agenda/Objectives
- Rules of the Road
- Notebooks
- Evaluation Forms
- Web Sites:
  - http://ehs.mit.edu/site/content/ehs-management-system
  - http://ehs.mit.edu/
  - http://ehs.mit.edu/site/training
Lab coats are required for work with hazardous materials.

- Lab Coat Videos:
  - “Lab Coat”
  - “Wear your Lab Coat – EHSafety”
  - “Coats: A lesson on lab coat safety”
  - “TAM Lab Coat Safety”